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Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP)
Uganda: Credit No. 2909
Implementation Review, April 26-29, 2004
Aide Memoire
A World Bank team comprising Ernst Lutz (Co-Task Team Leader/Senior Sector
Economist, AFTS2), Mary Bitekerezo (Co-Task Team Leader/Sr. Social
Development Specialist! AFTS2), Robert Hecky (Fisheries and Water
Expert/Consultant), Shem Migot-Adholla (Lead Specialist /AFTS2), Patrick Umah
Tete (Financial Management Specialist /AFTFM), Richard Olowo (Procurement
Specialist! AFTPC) reviewed the LVEMP work plans and budgets for Uganda during
the period April 26-29, 2004. Enid Kyomugisha, Program Assistant provided the
required support.
The team met with Eng. B. K. Kabanda, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Water,
Lands and Environment, Mr. G. P. Kasajja, Acting Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries. The mission was accompanied by Dr. F.
Orach Meza, the National Executive Secretary and Mr. J. Wambede, Sr. Operations
Officer. A complete list of people met is provided in Annex 11. The team expresses
its appreciation to the Government of Uganda and in particular to the LVEMP team
for all the courtesies extended to the mission during its stay in Uganda.
1. PROGRESS WITH PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
A supplemental credit ofUS$4.5 million became effective early this year after a long
delay, and the project therefore had no funds for over a year. The mission therefore
discussed, reviewed and tentatively agreed on the work plans for the remainder of the
project period that is expected to be extended until December 3 I,2005. The mission
put emphasis on activities that have a regional focus, help increase mutual benefits to
communities and other stakeholders (such as via micro projects), enhance inter-
component collaboration, and promote information sharing (other than workshops).
2. PROGRESS TOWARDS ORIGINAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVES
The project development objectives outlined in the PAD (June 18, 1996: p. 12) state
that: "The LVEMP is a comprehensive program aimed at rehabilitation of the lake
ecosystem for the ben.efit of the people who live in the catchment, the national
economies of which they are a part, and the global community. The program
objectives are to: (a) maximize the sustainable benefits to riparian communities from
using resources within the basin to generate food, employment and income, supply
safe water, and sustain a disease-free environment; (b) conserve biodiversity and
genetic resources for the benefit of the riparian communities and the global
community; and (c) harmonize national management programs, in order to achieve,
to the maximum extent possible, the reversal of increasing environmental
degradation. "
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Due to the absence of a log frame in the PAD, and because indicators have not been
developed, the Bank together with the project implementers, will work on developing
a logframe retrospectively in the project and will thereby seek to link the good work
being done on the ground as much as possible to the originally stated objectives. The
mission therefore agreed that the implementers will hold a brain storming session with
the help of a local facilitator to kick start the process which will provide input into the
final document by September 30, 2004.
3. EXTENSION OF CLOSING DATE
Government has requested extension of the project closing date from June 30, 2004 to
December 31, 2005, coordinated together with the other two EAC partner countries.
In order for the Bank to be able to process the request the following are needed:
(a) Agreed work plan and budget for the extension period. Work plans and
budget estimates for each component for the period July 1, 2004 to June 30,
2005 were presented together with profiles on the remaining tasks for the
period July 2004 to December 2005. The mission requested that the work
plans and budget estimates be revised to reflect the remaining tasks and fitted
into the extension period (i.e. January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2005) and
presented for the Bank's consideration. The mission requested that budgets of
each component and the total budget be also shown by category (civil works,
equipment, consultancy services and training and operating costs), so that the
revised categories can be approved along with the work plan. In addition, the
outputs and activities in the updated work plan need to be refocused to the
extent possible to the achievement of the project developmental objectives
outlined in no. 2 above.
(b) Audits up to date and any outstanding audit issues resolved. The mission has
been informed that there are no outstanding audits.
4. PROCUREMENT AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES
The mission noted the important issues, among others, regarding inadequate staffing
and accounting system, raised in a financial management review undertaken in
February 2004. The mission recommended that the project submit to the Bank an
action plan aimed at resolving the issues raised therein by May 7, 2004.
The mission also noted that the project expects a Procurement Officer by June 1,
2004. It was then agreed that the project will submit to the Bank a revised PP
incorporating the ~evised work plans and budgets by June 30, 2004.
5. FINANCIAL FLOWS
The mission recommended that every effort be made that the components will have
the funds they need in a timely manner to carry out planned work at the time needed.
If funds become limiting at any time, the Secretariat should respond to the priorities
expressed by the components to insure agreed actions are completed. The mission
raised the question of whether an increase in the Special Account would be needed.
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6. SUMMARY OF ISSUES AND ACTIONS
Issue Action Action by Tareet date
Work Plan Revise/finalize All Components May 14, 2004
work plan
Accounting issues Prepare action plan Secretariat May 7,2004
Procurement issues Revised PP Secretariat June 30, 2004
7. TECHNICAL ANNEXES
Annex 1: Water Hyacinth Control
Performance in this component continues well. Overall, the component was able to
reduce water hyacinth to about 20 percent of the original levels mainly with the use of
millions of weevils who feed on the hyacinth but also with manual and mechanical
means. Originally, the water hyacinth caused significant impediments to fishermen,
to water transport (ferries, etc.), and to power generation. The situation requires
continued vigilance as water hyacinth can resurge in new areas. This in tum would be
followed by a new release of weevils, thus keeping this "dynamic equilibrium"
between weevils and hyacinth at a manageable level.
Given that hyacinth control is managed in the Ministry of Agriculture, while
biological research is being undertaken at.. and environmentally oriented
research (for historical reasons) in the Fisheries Research Institute, the mission
emphasized continued need for close coordination.
Regarding the proposed pilot barriers in the river Kagera to trap the water hyacinths in
lagoons where the weevil method will be used, the mission recommended not more
than three pilots. These must first be carried out and evaluated before a larger
expansion is to be undertaken.
The mission felt that too many workshops were being proposed under
mechanical/manual harvesting component. The scientific workshop should be kept in
the work plan as is, but the the national stakeholder workshop and the four village
stakeholder workshops should be removed. Instead part of the savings should be used
for (a) a regional workshop for biological researchers and (b) contracting a
communication specialist/artist to prepare posters or other well targeted
communication materials.
Regarding GIS training the mission recommended that one staff member from the
hyacinth control unit take the training and that the usefulness be evaluated before
further such training be undertaken.
Any savings from these re-allocations should be provided to high-priority (as
determined by communities) and relatively small/inexpensive micro projects (either to
be carried out by this component or the micro-project component).
The main problem in Uganda and its partner countries is that the method of
introducing weevils does not succeed in the rivers, where water hyacinth is increasing.
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A possible reason why the method of weevils does Hotwork in rivers may be that they
cannot flourish on hyacinths that are in moving water. The biggest issue related to the
Lake is that the Kagera river daily brings about one or more hectares of new water
hyacinth. However, since most or all smaller rivers also carry the aquatic weed, they
also contribute.
The mission recommended research into other bio control agents. Such research is
already going on at KARl in Kenya but also in South Africa, Australia, and perhaps
elsewhere. Agreement should be reached among the Partner countries about which
ones to test (in moving water) in a research environment. Based on those tests, and
with proper precautions and agreement by each Partner state, successfully tested
agents could be bred and then released into hyacinth-infested rivers.
Also, since weevils in lake environments represent a proven and relatively
inexpensive technology, and since hyacinths in the Kagera partly originate in
upstream lakes in Rwanda and Burundi, the problem can/should be attacked at the
source at least until such time that a proven technology is available in rivers.
Regarding the proposed work on water hyacinth at the Fisheries Research Institute the
mission questioned the need for the work to monitor water hyacinth in relation to
environmental factors at hotspots, since it is known that nutrients contribute to such
growth. The mission suggests that this research focus on establishment of growth
rates in different habitats in order to strategically guide control actions. The mission
also proposed that the study on environmental factors and their effect on water
hyacinth in the Kagera be adjusted and that in particular - in collaboration or at least
full consultation with Tanzania - appropriately timed samples of sediments and main
nutrients be taken where the Kagera enters Uganda and at the mouth of the river, so
that one will know at least roughly the comparative contributions of Rwanda and
Burundi versus Uganda and Tanzania.
Issue Action Action by Target date
Weevils unable to Hold working meeting Biological water July 31,2004control water and prepare joint hyacinth researchers
hyacinths in rivers action plan with
Kenya and Uganda
about research wi th
new bio-agents.
Kagera carrying water Prepare joint Water hyacinth Prepare KE/TZ/UGhyacinth into the lake KE/TZ/UG plan to components with plan by May 31, 2004.
provide technical assistance of the EAC Present plan to.
assistance to Rwanda Secretariat and/or the Rwanda and Burundi
and Burundi for lakes Office of the Regional by June 30, 2004 and
that are feeding the Executive Secretary seek to prepare joint
Kagera action plan by August
31,2004.
Annex 2: Fisheries Management
Despite the lack of funds during the past year, there were significant advances in
Fisheries Management in response to the new National Fisheries Policy. New
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regulations under the policy have given legal status to Beach Management Units,
defined the guidelines for their formation, election, revenue collection, roles in
enforcement, management, data collection etc. The community-based BMU's are
now the essential, front line of fisheries management in all aspects. However, the
new legal status means that there are, as of now, no statutory BMU's because
previously existing BMU's must now be reorganized and re-established as legal
entities. Until these BMU's are established, fisheries management cannot progress.
The highest priority for the component is the establishment of functional BMU's and
a target of200 for this year has been established. The mission welcomes this
development and recognizes that success is critical to the future of the fishery in
Uganda as the BMU's in all three countries hold the future oft)1e fishery in their
hands. The National Fisheries Policy was approved by cabinet within the past year
and the Fisheries Act will be revised within the coming year to reflect the new policy.
A fundamental aspect of that policy is the formation of a Fishery Authority that will
be funded by the Levy Trust mechanism. Until this legislation is passed and
regulations promulgated, the full mobilization of the new policy will be uncertain.
The component in particular realizes that statistical data (landings and CAS) are now
fully dependent on the functional BMU's; the mission agrees with the priority given
to the establishment of BMU's. Agreed and prioritized regional and national actions:
• Completion and publication of Frame Survey 2004
• Regional harmonization and adoption of Quality Assurance standard and
protocols
• Establish 200 BMU's as legal entities
• Establishment of standard operating procedures for Catch Assessment Surveys to
be enacted by BMU's (this should be done in recognition of LVFO's establishing
regional SOPs for CAS)
Issue Action Action by Tan!:et date
2004 Regional Frame Collation and analysis Statistics 31 December 2004
Survey Report and reporting of April subcomponent;
2004 survey regional secretariat
Regional Hold regional Quality Assurance 31 December 2004
Harnlonization of workshop subcomponent;
Quality Assurance regional secretariat
standards and
procedures
Establish BMU's Supervise election of Local community 31 December 2004
under new legal status 200 BMU's management
Functional BMU's Provide training and Local community 28 February 2005
insure local management
governments are subcomponent
aware of new legal
status
Strengthen data Extend pilot program Data collection 1 September 2004
collection Catch on catch assessment subcomponent;
assessment survey to nine BMU's and TAFIRI to continue
provide trial incentive evaluation for quality
program control
Microprojects Identify and begin Microproject 1 September 2004




Annex 3: Fisheries Research
This component together with its riparian counterparts has completed final drafts of
the two books identified in the LVEMP PAD. These now require peer review, final
editing and publication. Less certain is the status of the regional book on aquaculture.
The initial draft for this book was completed several years ago, the regional
counterparts should meet to determine if this book can, or even should, be completed
in view of the great increase in aquaculture knowledge and technology accomplished
in the last few years. A critical problem for this component is its dependence on
contract collaborators who are required for FIRRI to accomplish the workplan.
NARO is being reorganized as NARI and with completion of the reorganization in
2006 FIRRI has been assured that NARI will take in these contractors. It is essential
to the success of this component over the last 18 months that these trained contractors
be extended through the end of the project as costed in the workplan. The
Biodiversity subcomponent must now complete outstanding surveys (last year's AM),
construct the georeferenced biodiversity database and use GIS to construct the
national biodiversity atlas. The mission endorses the agreed action from last year's
AM to retain an adviser/collaborator with experience in producing a biodiversity atlas
to insure that design and construction is accomplished within the next year.
Workplans were reviewed and accepted. Other agreed actions carried over from last
year's Aide Memoire or agreed within this mission follow:
Issue Action Action b Tar et date
Regional books Peer review, final Regional secretariat 31 December 2004
editing, preparation with assistance and
for printing input ofNES and the
com onent
Aquaculture Book Determine status of Coordination of I July 2004
this book and regional secretariat,
determine if national secretariats
substantial revision or and aquaculture
new draft is re uired subcom onent
Human capacity of Renewal/extension of Component and I June 2004
FIRRI to implement contracts for national secretariat
work Ian collaboratin staff
Biodiversity database Procure computers, Procurement officer 1 July 2004
~
and mapping monitor, scanner and and subcomponent
software for GIS rovide s ecifications
Biodiversity atlas and Collaborator/adviser Biodiversity 1 August 2004
mappmg retained to design subcomponent and




Regional GIS Regional workshop on National and regional 1 October 2004
biodiversity map GIS biodiversity secretariat
t' database and rna database and rna
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products
Capacity for inshore Completion of RV Biodiversity 1 September 2004
biodiversity surveys Cormorant including subcomponent and
procurement of procurment officer
navigational and
safety equipment
Fish biodiversity Complete training in Biodiversity I October 2004
Haplochromine subcomponent and
)
taxonomy in Hull and national secretariat
Leiden
Data security and Training in Access Database I July 2004
accessibi lity Database for SC's subcomponent to
organize training for
all subcomponents in
National Fisheries Completion of civil Subcomponent leader 31 December 2004
Data Centre and works and procurement
library officer
Bi~liographic Complete FIRRI Database 30 June 2004
database website and maintain subcomponent
internet connectivity
for data centrellibrary
Socio- Economic Complete reports on Database SC and
31 July (computers);






Annex 4: 'Vater Quality and Quantity Management
Pollution loading studies in Uganda are spread across three components: Land use
(rural non-point source); NWSC (urban point source and runoff) and DWD
(atmospheric loading). It is now crucial to bring these datasets together into a
national pollution loading database to be constructed and maintained after LVEMP 1
by DWD. As the final reporting of LVEMP I approaches, this national database is
now a priority to insure accessibility and security of data for final integrated water
quality reporting, future planning including setting of water quality objectives, and as
input to the water quality model. Atmospheric deposition is thought to be the largest
external source of nutrients to the lake but remains the most poorly defined in tern1S
of spatial and temporal variability. Uganda has the best offshore (island) network for
monitoring atmospheric deposition (wet and dry); however, because of the funding
hiatus in the past year, data on deposition are still fragmentary. Atmospheric
deposition must be the highest priority for quantification in the coming year, and
continuity of this program insured by smooth flow of funds must be a priority for the
component and the secretariat. Similarly over the five years of LVEMP, the in-lake
monitoring program has not been able to complete a full annual cycle of monthly
~::r:lpling required to determine the spatial and temporal variability in critical lake
;:>::r::meters such as total phosphorus, total nitrogen, algal biomass etc. The
~.lbcomp~)nent needs to add monitoring of primary productivity to its program in
:.r~;:rto understand the factors leading to algal blooms that can be toxic to humans,
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domestic animals and fisheries resources. Training in the Water Quality Model as
recommended in the other countries is also recommended to insure that all three
countries share a common capacity to use this model. Uganda is the only one of the
three riparian countries to date to acquire data on currents and continuous thern1al
structure as well as sediment traps and cores needed to calibrate the model. However,
the subcomponents require training in data processing and interpretation of this
acquired data in order to prepare the data for model input. The planned study of water
quality in fishing villages to be done collaboratively with the Health Department and
Makerere should now proceed with renewed flow of funds. This is a high priority to
provide input to phase 2 planning. As this study proceeds, mechanisms to
communicate the results back to the villages and to other villages should be
determined in order that the study leads to improved beach sanitation and water
quality. The feasibility of including algal toxin analyses in the survey should be
explored with Makerere or other international collaborators. The socio-economic team
at FIRRI has also conducted a study of health in the fishing villages and might be
brought on board to insure that their results are captured and inform the study. The
work plans covering all these aspects were reviewed and approved and the following
priority items agreed:
Issue Action Action bv Tan?:et date
Pollution loading Establish National Water Quality in I October 2004
Pollution Loading cooperation with
Database NWSC and Land Use
Atmospheric Regional workshop to Component, national I August 2004
deposition insure standard secretariat; regional
operating procedures, secretariat
QA and good spatial
coverage
Adequate human Renewal of contracts Component and I July 2004
capacity to implement for essential trained national secretariat
work plan personnel
QA/QC of analytical Regional workshop to Component, national I August 2004
results vet and review results secretariat; regional





Training in primary Local consultancy Subcomponent and I July 2004
production with expert from NES
FIRRI
Training in Short tern1 (4 weeks) Subcomponents with I October 2004
hydrodynamic data in ADCP data National Secretariat
analysis and analysis, facilitation
sedimentation studies. sedimentation studies
(Canada)
Water Quality Model Two staff for training Subcomponent leader I September 2004
in Delft (3 weeks) with national
secretariat




quality study planned study component with
Health Department;
Makerere; FIRRI
Annex 5: Industrial and Municipal Waste Management
This component was inactive during the past year because of the lack of funds. Final
upgrades of the Bugolobi treatment plant scheduled for the past year will take place in
the coming year. This completes the investment by LVEMP in this upgrading, and
NWSC will now take responsibility for continued maintenance of the plant. The
pollutant dispersion model for Murchison Bay should be upgraded by adding nutrient
parameters especially TP and SRP to the model. The model has become a critical
planning tool for NWSC, but adding phosphorus fractions to the model will increase
its relevance to nutrient loading to Lake Victoria. The NWSC is collaborating with
Wetland Inspection Division and Kampala City Council to restore lost buffering
capacity in the Nakivubo Wetland and to evaluate the impact of the Nakivubo
Channel rehabilitation on the wetland buffering capacity. This is a high visibility
environmental and waste treatment issue in Uganda and is the most visibile presence
of LVEMP in the Kampala vicinity. NWSC is encouraged to continue to take a
strong role in promoting sustainable environmental management in this critical issue.
The experimental (pilot) wetlands for waste treatment require one full year of data to
demonstrate their efficacy to industrialists and municipalities interested in adopting
this technology and that is a priority for the component. An important issue for
resolution by the end of the project is the final disposition of the Industrial
Experimental Wetland. One proposal that the mission supports would be the
handover to the University Civil Engineering Department to use as a training facility.
Workplans were reviewed, approved and the following priority items agreed:
Nakivubo Channel Participate in working WID (Wetland I July 2004
and Wetland group with WID and compnent), Kampala
KCC to restore City Council with




Pollutant dispersion Add nutrient Subcomponent to 30 June 2004
model (Murchison parameters to model upgrade model with
Bay) and validate with new developer and capture
data sets results of current
rainy season
Evaluation of pilot Full annual cycle of Subcomponents with 30 June 2005
wetland projects measurements to facilitation of
establish treatment National Secretariat
efficiently
Annex 6: Capacity Building Makerere University
The priority for the Zoology Department for the coming year is to establish a
microbiology and molecular genetics laboratory to support teaching and research on
the genomics of the Victoria flora and fauna. The mission supports this initiative and
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advises the new procurement officer to work closely with the department to insure
that the correct equipment is procured. The university also identified the need to
upgrade its computer network with faster computers to increase access by graduate
students to computers, and newer, more powerful software. The work plan was
reviewed and accepted with the following agreed priority items:
Issue Action Action by Target date
Graduate student Procure equipment for Procurement officer 1 October 2004
training molecular genetics lab with component
and three new supplying
computers for specifications
computer network
Annex 7: Catchment Afforestation
Annex 8: Integrated Soil & Water Conservation
Annex 7: Wetlands Management
This component has continued with a minimum number of activities in spite of a
period of no financial resources. In the coming period, the two sub- components:
buffering capacity and sustainable use pilot project have planned activities with a
regional focus, enhancing community participation and information sharing. The
component intends to have 1 full year of data collection for purposes of closing the
data gaps identified. Therefore the buffering capacity studies will continue and
findings will be harmonized with those of the partner states, and disseminated using
the appropriate channels to reach different groups of stakeholders especially
communities and local governments. In addition, information on'wetlands is available
on the wetlands website which is now not linked to the LVEMP website, and this
needs to be done as soon as possible by the MISO.
The mission noted that the new laboratory should be completed very soon and the
LVEMP secretariat needs to follow up on the verification and handover of the same
by June 30, 2004. Similarly the equipment and chemicals earlier procured need to be
verified for adequacy, authenticity and expiry dates so as to indicate items for
procurement if any by May 7, 2004.
Regional harmonization for the wetland map on Lake Victoria is critical due to
differences in languages with Tanzania. In addition, the component needs a national
consultant to assist in the preparation of tool kits for district extension workers and
NGOs who are due to be trained. Similarly, the mission learnt that drivers hired under
this component have been for years been paid salaries below those of their
counterparts in the Wetlands Division of the Ministry of Water, Lands and
Environment. The component has invested in this category of staff who also support
field activities a lot and therefore would try as much as possible to avoid loosing
them. It has been established that it is possible for the drivers to have their salaries
minimally raised within the same budget allocation for operations. The mission
recommends that this issue be discussed and indicated in the work plan and the right
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procedures for effecting the salary change be followed. So the mission agreed that the
component revises its work plan within the same budgets to cater for the above
mentioned changes.
Issue Action Action by Target date
Unavailability of Provide a summary Wetlands June 30, 2003
information on of wetlands component
wetlands on activities
LVEMP website Link the wetlands Secretariat, MISO
website to the
LVEMP website
Inadequate data on Verification of Wetlands May 7, 2004
available, equipment, component
equipment and accessories and
chemicals for new chemicals
laboratory
Inconsistencies in Compute necessary Wetlands May 30, 2004
drivers salaries changes, discuss component
with relevant
authorities
Annex 8: Micro projects
The micro projects sub-component has only 26 completed and 14 incomplete micro
projects. The mission considers that LVEMP Uganda has underperformed in micro
projects relative to the other two countries that have managed double the number of
micro projects. LVEMP-Uganda should use this extension period to address this
imbalance. A work plan that focused on monitoring completed and ongoing micro
projects, meetings and workshops at the district and sub-county levels, and
dissemination of information was presented. The mission recommended that during
this last phase of the project emphasis should be put on completing the 14 micro
projects and ensuring their operationalization, identifying opportunities for small new
micro projects, preparing briefs on micro projects, preparing for a beneficiary
assessment (BA) and regionally harmonizing the micro projects manual. In order to
accomplish these tasks, the sub component will undertake the following in the next
two weeks:
• prioritize activities, revise work plan and update the budget estimates as per
discussions held with the mission
• develop a str:ategy and an action plan for the completion of the 14 micro
projects and ensure their full operation. This includes planning for dialogue
with and support to local governments for approval and monitoring purposes
• together with the other Fisheries Management sub-components discuss
further re-allocation of resources for purposes of initiating at most 10 micro
projects, that have a maximum grant allocation of Uganda shillings 5 million
each.
In addition, the mission agreed that the sub-component obtains technical support from
the Community Participation Officer, LVEMP in order to expedite the completion of
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some of the above tasks, and the Coordinator, Micro projects be released from other
responsibilities in order to work full time on micro projects for the next 12 months.
The mission noted that there is no information available regarding the micro projects
experiences and urged the sub-component to document lessons learnt and post them
on the LVEMP website. In addition, as the project comes to a close it is necessary to
undertake a beneficiary assessment (BA) of the micro projects following the terms of
reference already developed and to be used by the other two partner countries, in
order to provide for representation in the methodology and comparability of findings.
Issue Action Action bv Target date
Priority activities Revise work plan Fisheries May 15,2004
and budget Management
allocations
Incomplete micro Prepare an action Fisheries May 15,2004
projects plan for the Management
completion and
operationalization
of the 14 micro
projects
Ina\"ailabilityof Prepare brief on Fisheries September 2004
information on micro projects and Management
microprojects post on LVEMP
website
Annex 9: Financial Management
Introductioll
The project is implemented by the Lake Victoria Envirorunental Management
Project (LVEMP) Secretariat based in Entebbe under the Ministry of Water,
Lands & Environment. Other agencies operating under the coordination of the
Secretariat and implementing some of the projects include the Directorate of
\\'ater. Department of Wetlands, Forestry Department, National Agricultural
Research Organisation (NARO), Department of Zoology Makerere University,
\linistry of Agriculture and the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation.
The project was declared effective on September loth. 1996, and was due to close
on 31;: December 2002. However due to unforeseen cost overruns associated
with project execution, the Government of Uganda sought a supplemental
de\"elopment credit (Credit No: 2909-1) that was approved by GOU Parliament in
\"o\"ember 2003, and became effective in December 2003 .
.-\ccording to the DCA No. 2909 UG the lOA financing percentages are as
:'ollows:
..Catt<;!ory:\o. DCA Category Percentage
Civil Works 100% of foreign
expenditure,
95% of local expenditure
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2. Vehicles and equipment 100% of foreign
expenditure
95% of local eXPlenditure
3. Consultants' Services and Trainin.g 100%
4. Goods, works, and services for Micro 95%
projects
5. Operating Costs 95%
6. un allocated
The SOE thresholds are as follows:
Goods, works and services of consulting firms under SIOO,OOO
contracts
Services of individual consultants under contracts $ 50,000
Consultants' services for firms $100,000
All operating costs, and goods, works and services for
micro project
According to the Development Credit Agreement (DCA), the project's Special
Account authorized allocation was initially US$ 250,000, this was increased to
5500,000 through a request to the Bank after Credit disbursement exceeded a
threshold of SDR 1,500,000.
The disbursement status as at 31st December 2003 was as follows:
Total Expenditure by Category & Source of Funding
April 1997-December 2003
Category DCA Category
No GEFUS$ IDA US$
I Civil Works 260,116.25 643,476.98
2 Vehicles and Equipment 3,271,222.94 2,678,767.09
3 Consultants' Services and Training 5,658,606.37 3,949,605.28
4 Goods, works, and services for Micro projects 433,079.43
5 Operating Costs 2,941,744.26 3,391,117.47
Total 12,131,689.82 11,096,046.25
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Summary Of Issues Highlighted In The Financial Management Review Report
2003 and Steps Taken by Nlanagement To Address those Issues
Staffing Issues
The June 2003 mission noted that the accounts section at the Secretariat was
understaffed, with the Accountant overburdened with work.
The mission recommended that an Internal Auditor be recruited to carry out,
among other tasks; the verification of: the authenticity of supporting documents
before payments are made, whether actual expenditures were included in the
annual work plans and are related to the objectives of LVEMP, the accountability
submitted by implementing agencies, the accountability submitted by
implementing agencies relates to actual outputs and activities undertaken.
There was a further recommendation to recruit a second Accounts Assistant 1 to
carry out among other tasks: Extracting relevant information and preparing
returns to Ministry of Finance for counterpart funding; Extracting relevant
infonnation and preparing returns for VAT and import taxes to Ministry of
Water, Lands and Environment and URA for settlement; assisting the Accountant
to extract and compile payment vouchers backing up the amounts claimed in the
SOEs; and comparing actual expenditure to budget and preparing a variance
analysis report for the Secretariat and Implementing agencies.
These recommendations have not been implemented. In addition, the 1st
Accounts Assistant resigned her post at the end of December 2003. Currently, the
only accounting member of staff at the Secretariat is the Project Accountant. This
situation needs to be addressed immediately; an important control of separation
of duties has been greatly reduced in the financial management system at
LVEMP Secretariat.
Tr.;: abo\Oemeasures, together \'lith a functional computerised financial system (see 0
'")~low).will ensure thOathe project has adequate capacity in the accounts section,
::.~:;:to effectively disburse and account for the supplementary credit. This will
~::igate the financial accounting problems the project currently faces.
0:-: '.:o~::o:::c "i this mission's visit, the secret.lriat did not have an accounts assistant
1.+
Documentation of Accounting Policies and Procedures
. The project does not have adequate written financial management and disbursement
procedures applicable to both the Secretariat and the implementing agencies. The
existing financial management manual does not satisfy the Bank's guidelines. The
existing procedures are not comprehensive and those that are documented are
frequently not adhered to. For example, the procedure relating to reporting by
implementing agencies where they are required to produce monthly, quarterly and
annual reports summarizing expenditure by category and source of funds, IDNGEF
disbursement status summaries, expenditure by component/subcomponent and
budget variance analysis. This important procedure is not adhered to.
The June 2003 financial review report contained a recommendation that the project
gets technical assistance to develop a comprehensive financial management manual
to cover among others: flow of funds process, financial and accounting procedures
including a review of the chart of accounts, major transaction cycles, payment
authorization procedures, accounting records, budgeting system and budget control,
procurement and contracts administration, financial reporting and auditing
arrangements.
Management has not implemented this recommendation
Record Keeping
The June 2003 mission noted that the record management system did not allow for
easy retrieval of information. The mission pointed out that amounts claimed in the
SOE withdrawal applications could not easily be traced to accountability vouchers.
In addition vouchers advancing funds to the sub components could not easily be
traced to the accountability returns from the sub components.
The mission recommended that payment vouchers should be serially numbered and
kept separately for each month; vouchers for the secretariat and those for each
implementing agency should be filed separately, while still maintaining the separate
monthly filing principal. The SOE schedules that are attached to the withdrawal
applications should contain cheque payment voucher numbers as refelence for the
payments claimed in the SOE. Payment vouchers for the replenishment of funds to
implementing agencies should be cross-referenced to the returns that are periodically
submitted from those agencies to the Secretariat.




Adequacy of supporting documents
The June 2003 report noted that supporting documents relating to oversees travel
and workshops/seminars are in most cases not sufficient. These documents did not
have a satisfactory level of detail indicating whether"the purpose of the trip/seminar
was in accordance with project objectives and whether it was included in the project
work plans.
The June 2003 mission recommended that these details be indicated in the
supporting documentation. In addition, the supporting information for foreign trips
should include the invitation letter, copy of air ticket, minutes/documents indicating
the purpose of the seminar/meeting etc.
Vehicle and fuel management system
The June 2003 report noted that the existing vehicle fuel logging system was not
effecti\"ely utilized. For instance, for pool vehicles there were neither checks nor
endorsements on the clock card to verify the mileage and fuel used and that these
were used for project purposes.
The mission recommended that a vehicle and fuel control system be effectively
implemented both at the Secretariat and the Implementing agencies. The system
should involve clocking cards that record the purpose of journey, start and completion
mileage, distance travelled and the amount of fuel used.
\1anagement has not implemented this recommendation.
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The mission of June 2003 also noted that vehicle repair costs form a big
percentage of operational expenses and should be closely monitored.
The mission recommended that mana~ement should introduce a computerized
data base system or spreadsheet that will assist in monitoring the vehicle repairs.
Such a system should include the date a vehicle was last repaired, the type of
repairs done, the garage used etc. This will help in monitoring the effectiveness
of the repairs carried out and avoid the same repairs being done twice. The
system will also help in determining when vehicles should be boarded off.
Management has not implemented this recommendation.
Internal audit function
The June 2003 report noted that the Secretariat did not have an internal audit function
in place. This means that the financial transactions carried out at the Secretariat are
not subject to any internal audit. The transactions carried out at the implementing
agencies are subject to internal audits from within the line ministries. However, no
audit reports are produced to enable an evaluation of the effectiveness of such audits.
The audits carried out by line ministries are limited to checking payment documents
to verify payments.
The mission recommended that in order to improve tbe internal control system, an
experienced internal auditor preferably from outside the ministry be recruited to carry
out the internal audit function both at the Secretariat and at the Implementing
agencies. Reporting to the National Executive Secretary, the internal auditor would
assist in improving the internal control system and would also help in improving the
reporting arrangements at the sub components. The internal auditor would have to
develop an annual work plan to ensure that each implementing agency is visited at
least once every quarter and verify all payments for the Secretariat before a cheque is
written.
Management has not implemented this recommendation.
Accounting Systems
The June 2003 mission noted that the project is still using a manual financial
management system. This system is tedious to operate as the project's transactions
involve many repetitive computations. The withdrawal applications are prepared on a
spreadsheet using accounting information from the manual system; and this partly
contributes to delays in submitting withdrawal application. LVEMP has attempted to
install a tailor made project management software with no success.
The mission of June 2003 recommended that the management ofLVEMP and the
contractor should meet and agree on a realistic and binding timetable within which the
system should be operational. In the event that this deadline was not met, LVEMP
should proceed to contract another Software Vendor to supply an off the shelf
package like Sun Systems Business System which could be purchased and
implemented within the US $ 110,200 budget envelope still unpaid on the contract
with Euromarkint/Rank Consult.
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Budgeting and Budget Control Procedures
The budget control system is inadequate. The June 2003 mission noted that some
payments are made which do not have direct link to the work plans. No comparison
was made between actual expenditure and the budget, consequently variances were
not analysed.
The mission recommended that an Accounts Assistant be recruited in the short run to
help with compiling a variance report and to check the Implementing agencies
e~penses. A computerized financial management system should eventually be
installed to electronically generate a report that includes a comparison of actual
expenses to budgets and an analysis of the resulting variances. The appointment of an
internal auditor with appropriate Terms of Reference would further help to eliminate
instances where payments that are not in approved work plans are made.
\lanagement has not implemented the above recommendations (see sections 0, 0 and
(I above for the way forward).
Funds Flow Arrangements
The flow of funds to the project from IDA is satisfactory, the timing of submission of
withdrawal applications however is not satisfactory contributing to the cash flow
problems frequently experienced by the project.
The Project Accountant explained that the Implementing agencies take long to send
the necessary returns and at times when reports arrive, they contain some
inaccuracies. Part of the reasons behind the delay is the amount of work the
.-\ccountant has to do on a manual system to compile the required supporting
information.
The practice as the Accountant explained was that at the onset implementing agencies
'.\ere ad\'anced funds to cater for two months' expenditure, and thereafter required to
suomit monthly accountability on which reimbursements would be based. This
~.o',\ever is not practiced; implementing agencies are reimbursed based on work plans
<:.sopposed to accountability. This causes cash flow shortages and a situation where
:~.;: .-\ccountant prepares withdra\\"al applications based on forecasts as opposed to
'::'::'Jal \"erilied expenditure in direct contravention of the SOE procedures clearly
::~:;:d in the DCA.
I~
Delays in Government of Uganda Counterpart Funding
The June 2003 mission noted that GOU counterpart funding was usually late resulting
in either suspending of activities or pre-financing of GOD component with IDA
funds. By the end of December 2003, a total of Shs. (752,759,564) out of the GOU
approved funds had not been remitted to LVEMP.
The table below shows a summary, by fiscal year, of the Government of Uganda cash
flows to the project; approved budgets vis-a-vis released amounts to the project
Approved Budget Released Funds
1997-98 265,570,000 90,000,000 (175,570,000)
1998-99 340,065,000 187,056,000 (153,009,000)
1999-2000 320,578,000 292,967,820 (27,610,180)
2000-2001 337,765,000 265,410,443 (72,354,557)
2001-2002 315,923,000 212,085,881 (103,837,119)
2002-2003 206,000,000 159,248,332 (46,751,668)
2003-2004 281,000,000 107,372,960 (173,627,040)
Total 2,066,901,000 1,314,141,436 (752,759,564 )
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Supplementary Credit CR 2909-1
The June 2003 report noted that conditions for effectiveness of the supplementary
credit had not been met by GOU. The Solicitor General's opinion was still pending,
and US$ 20,000 had not been deposited on the Special Account by the GOU.
In November 2003, Parliament of Uganda approved the supplementary credit of
US$ 4.5 million, which became effective in December 2003.The table below shows
the supplementary credit DCA disbursement categories and IDA eligibility
percentages:
Category DCA Category Percentage
US$
No.
1. Civil Works 100% of foreign
20,000
expenditure,
95% of local expenditure
2. Vehicles and equipment
100% of foreign expenditure 340,000
95% of local expenditure












External auditors from the Auditor General (AG) carry out the external audit. The
auditors expressed an unqualified opinion both on the financial statements, the
special account statement and the statement of expenditure (SOE) in compliance
with article 4 of the DCA.
The audited financial accounts were completed and signed on the 31
51
December
2003 and submitted to the Bank there after.
Use of IDA funds to pay taxes
The project uses proceeds from the loan to finance taxes such as PAYE and Withholding tax.
In relation to VAT, GOU remits funds to the project to cover VAT on a monthly basis. The
World Bank however needs to clarify to the projects procedures relating to PAYE and
Withholding tax. The law in Uganda requires that all organisations deduct from the amount
payable (pAYE .and Withholding Tax, where applicable) and remit to URA. It is therefore




Following on from the June 2003 report, there have been no improvements in the
financial management system, and therefore the rating for the financial management
system is still unsatisfactory.
It is the opinion of this mission that as a matter of urgency, LVEMP's financial
management system needs strengthening by;
1) Recruiting an internal auditor and an Accounts Assistant in order to increase
the capacity and efficiency of the accounts section.
2) Acquiring and installing software that is capable of handling the financial
operations 0f the proj ecL
In addition, Management should implement all the recommendations contained in the
June 2003 Report, in order to improve the efficiency of the Project's Financial
Management System
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INPUT TO FM RATING IN PROJECT STATUS REPORTS (PSR)
Loan/CreditJTF Number: CR29090
Lake Victoria Environment Management Project ID
Project
Executing Agency: MNR (lDNGEF) Task Team Leader: Natalie Johnson
Reviewing FMS Date of Review: February 2004
F . lA dRmancla ccountmg an eportmo
Topic 2003 Current Comments/recommenda
Ratin!! Rating tions
Staffin.g U U
Internal controls inc_ accounting U U
policies procedures
Record keeping HU HU
Internal audit U U - .
Financial Reporting & U U
Monitoring
Budgeting Systems U U
Information systems HU HU
F d FI Aun s ow rrangements
Topic 2003 Current Comments/recommenda
RatiIi!! Rating tions
Funds flow between donors and S S
the project
Timely submission of acceptable U No applications were
withdrawal applications made for the period under
reVIew
Banking arrangements S S
A d- Au It rrangements




Nature of audit opinions, reasons S S
for any
qual ifications/disc raimers/ad verse
opinions
Management letter and internal S S
control issues
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Topic - -' , .f' _ ".'; -':.:-:.' , '.' 2003 Current Comments/recommenda,
Ratin!! Ratin!! tions
Timeliness and adequacy of U U
management corrective action
Compliance with related FM U U
covenants in. laws and regulations,
conditional ties in adjustment
operations
I Overall Rating: UNSATISFACTORY
Annex 11: List of people met
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